
Sharklock Bones Yorktown History: An
Immersive Dive into the Past

Prepare to set sail on an extraordinary voyage through time with the
enchanting "Sharklock Bones Yorktown History" series, a captivating
collection of books that bring the American Revolution to life for young
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readers. Join the intrepid Sharklock Bones, a lovable and mischievous
canine detective, as he embarks on a series of thrilling adventures that
uncover the untold stories of Yorktown, Virginia, during the pivotal era of
the 18th century.
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The Time-Traveling Canines

At the helm of these historical escapades are Sharklock Bones and his
canine companion, Watson, who possess a remarkable secret: they can
travel through time. With a magical bone as their guide, they leap
effortlessly between the present day and the bustling past, witnessing
firsthand the events that shaped America's destiny.

Their unwavering enthusiasm and infectious curiosity drive them to unravel
the mysteries and misconceptions surrounding some of history's most
iconic figures. From the brave soldiers fighting for independence to the
everyday lives of ordinary citizens, Sharklock and Watson paint a vivid and
multifaceted tapestry of the American Revolution.
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Unveiling the Secrets of Yorktown

As the series unfolds, Sharklock and Watson venture into the heart of
Yorktown, a pivotal battleground in the Revolutionary War. They witness the
decisive Siege of Yorktown in 1781, where General George Washington
and his Continental Army, aided by French forces led by Comte de
Rochambeau, triumphed over the British under the command of Lord
Cornwallis.

Through their adventures, Sharklock and Watson not only uncover the
strategies and sacrifices that led to America's victory, but also explore the
personal stories of those involved. They meet courageous soldiers like
John Champe, who risked his life as a double agent to infiltrate the British
army, and encounter the indomitable spirit of women like Sarah Franklin
Bache, who tirelessly supported the cause of independence.

Educational Adventures with a Touch of Humor

While the "Sharklock Bones Yorktown History" series is brimming with
historical accuracy, it never loses sight of its core mission: to entertain and
educate young readers. Author Greg Gibson weaves together historical
facts and thrilling storylines with a touch of humor that keeps kids engaged
and eager for more.

The adventures of Sharklock and Watson are meticulously researched and
infused with details that bring the past to life. From the meticulous uniforms
of the soldiers to the vibrant atmosphere of colonial towns, Gibson's vivid
descriptions transport readers to another era, fostering an appreciation for
the complexities and challenges of the time.

Legacy of the Yorktown Series



The "Sharklock Bones Yorktown History" series has garnered critical
acclaim for its ability to captivate young readers while instilling a passion for
history. By making historical events accessible and relatable, the series
empowers kids to become active learners and develop a deeper
understanding of their country's past.

The books have been adopted by numerous schools and libraries across
the United States, becoming a valuable resource for teachers seeking to
engage students in the study of the American Revolution. The series has
also been recognized with prestigious awards, including the National
Council for the Social Studies Outstanding Social Studies Trade Book for
Children Award.

The "Sharklock Bones Yorktown History" series is an extraordinary literary
adventure that transports readers to a pivotal era in American history.
Through the captivating escapades of Sharklock Bones and Watson, young
readers embark on a thrilling journey that unravels the secrets of Yorktown
and brings the past to life. With its engaging storylines, historical accuracy,
and educational value, the series is a must-read for anyone seeking to
foster a love of history in young minds.
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The Double Lives of Black Women in America:
Navigating the Intersections of Race, Gender,
and Class
Black women in America lead complex and multifaceted lives, juggling
multiple roles and identities while navigating the often-intersecting
challenges...

Banging My Billionaire Boss: A Love Story for
the Ages (or at Least the Next Few Hours)
Chapter 1: The Interview I was nervous. Really nervous. I mean, I was
about to interview for my dream job, the one that I had been working
towards for years. I had...
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